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+1 Avalanche Craghammer
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DRAGONBORN KNIGHT / LEVEL 2/ UNALIGNED

“Don't you DARE ignore me!”
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LANGUAGES

VISION

Common, Draconic
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10
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Skills
ACROBATICS -1
ARCANA +1
ATHLETICS +8
BLUFF +3
DIPLOMACY +8
DUNGENEERING +0
ENDURANCE +2
HEAL +0
HISTORY +1
INSIGHT +0
INTIMIDATE +10
NATURE +0
PERCEPTION +0
RELIGION +1
STEALTH -1
STREETWISE +3
THIEVERY -1

Passive Insight 10
Passive Perception 10

AC 21

FORT  17

REF 13

WILL 13

5
SPEED

+3
INIT



Melee Basic Attack Standard / Melee Weapon / At-Will

Requires Craghammer; +10 vs. AC; 1d10* + 5 damage.

Cleaving Assault Minor/ Personal / At-Will

You assume the cleaving assault stance. Until the stance ends, whenever you hit with a melee basic attack using a weapon, 
one enemy adjacent to you other than the target of that attack takes 3 damage

Hammer Hands Minor/ Personal / At-Will
Effect: You assume the hammer hands stance. Until the stance ends, whenever you  hit an enemy with a melee basic attack 
using a weapon you push the enemy 2 squares and then shift 2 square adjacent to the enemy

 
Dragon Breath               Minor  / Close Blast 3 / Encounter

All creatures in blast; +7 vs. Reflex ; 1d6+3 fire damage

OTHER ABILITIES
Feats: 
Shield Finesse
Weapon Prof 
Bludgeon Expertise

Battle Guardian
If any enemy in your defender aura shifts or
makes an attack that does not include you as
a target you may make an opportunity attack
against it.

Defender Aura
As a minor action you can activate an 
aura 1 that lasts until you  end it as a 
minor action or until you fall unconscious. 
While in the aura, any enemy takes
a -2 penalty to attack rolls when it makes an
attack that does not include among its targets
either you or an ally of yours who has this aura
active. Marked enemies are not subject to this
aura.

Power Strike               Free / Melee Weapon / Encounter

Trigger: You hit an enemy with a melee basic attack
Effect: The attack deals 1d10* extra damage

Avalanche Hammer
You deal 1d10* extra damage 
on a successful charge attack

Glowering Threat Minor  / Close Burst 2 / Encounter

Effect: Until the end of your next turn each enemy in burst 
takes a -5 penalty to attack rolls against creatures other than you

*Craghammer (Brutal 1)
Whenever you roll a 1 for weapon
damage you may reroll the die



Character Play Tips Rakash the Knight :Complexity: 2
●Rakash is a defender, which makes him the biggest, strongest, and toughest guy on the battlefield. He 
walks into crowds of enemies and locks them down, preventing them from attacking anyone except for 
him. With a ton of hitpoints, wearing plate armor and a heavy shield, he can take as much punishment as 
anything can dish out.
●

●His main role is to defend his allies by making hiself a target. He does this by turning on  his Defender's 
Aura. While this is on any enemy adjacent to him takes a -2 penalty to any attack that doesn't include him. 
It also means that if they do make an attack that doesn't target him while in the aura that he can make an 
opportunity attack against them as punishment. If an enemy tries to shift away from him he also can make 
an opportunity attack as punishment. Even if one of these attacks miss he still will deal 4 damage to them. 
Enemies caught in this aura have no choice but to focus on him if they don't want to be hit. 
●

●Rakash only has a melee basic attack, but he can alter it by entering different stances. Each stance is 
good for a different situation. Cleaving Assault does extra damage to an adjacent enemy who wasn't the 
target of the attack, making it good for when he is next to multiple enemies. Hammer Hands both pushes 
the enemy and lets Rakash shift next to it. Making it a good power if the battlefield need rearranging. Both 
of these stances apply to all attacks made, even opportunity attacks. 
●

●A good trick to watch out for; If an enemy who triggers Rakash's Defender's Aura by attacking his friend 
and is then pushed out of reach by the Hammer Hands stance the attack is negated entirely. 
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